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Definition of an organization:
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Drucker: suggests three criteria for effective organisations:
1) They must be organised for business performance
2) Their structure should contain the least number of management levels
3) Organizational structure should facilitate training and testing of future organization leaders
Organisation Structure
Definition: Structure is the pattern of relationships among positions in the organization and
among members of the organization. The purpose of structure is the division of work among
members of the organization, and the co-ordination of their activities so that they are directed
towards achieving the same goals and objectives of the organization. Structure defines tasks and
responsibilities, work roles and relationships, and channels of communication.
Objectives of an organization structure
 Accountability for areas of work undertaken by groups and individual members of the
organization
 Co-ordination of different parts of the organization and different areas of work
 Effective and efficient organizational performance, including resource utilisation
 Monitoring the activities of the organization
 Flexibility in order to respond to changing environmental factors
 The social satisfaction of members of the organization
Dimensions of organizational structure
There are six major dimensions as components of an organization structure:
1) allocation of individual tasks and responsibilities, job specialization and definition
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2) formal reporting relationships, levels of authority and spans of control
3) grouping together of sections, departments, divisions and larger units
4) systems for communication of information, integration of effort and participation
5) delegation of authority and procedures for monitoring and evaluating the action
6) motivation of employees through systems for performance appraisal
Consequences of structural deficiencies
1) low motivation and morale
2) late and inappropriate decisions
3) conflict and lack of co-ordination
4) poor response to new opportunities and external change
5) rising costs - e.g. diseconomies of scale
Principles of organizational design and diagnosis
Mintzberg suggests that organizational structures fall into five basic categories:
1. Simple structure: a centralized, perhaps autocratic arrangement typical of the entrepreneurfounded company. Little hierarchy or control exercised by the Chief Executive.
2. Machine bureaucracy: best at mass produced tasks and is characterized by many layers of
management and formal procedures
3. Professional bureaucracy: likely to include some parts of the NHS - its administration is set
by independent professional bodies. It tends to be more democratic and more highly motivated,
with its lines of authority less clearly set.
4. Divisionalised form of bureaucracy: applies more to multinational or industrial corporations
where a small central core controls key guidelines for a number of otherwise autonomous units.
Despite being neither multinational or industrial the NHS today is reckoned to exhibit some
characteristics of this structure
5. Adhocracy: often found in new technology industries, which need constantly to innovate and
respond to quickly changing markets.
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Types of organizational structure
This is essentially the process by which the organization's mission is divided into discrete roles
and tasks of individuals within the organization. There are different ways of doing this. All
essentially act initially by grouping key activities in the organization and then allocating
roles/tasks to individuals.
These can fall into the following categories:
1) functional
2) product/ service
3) geographical
4) divisional
5) matrix
1. Functional - grouping of major functions e.g. contracting, information, finance, personnel and
public health in health authorities
Advantages
 Increases utilisation and co-ordination of groups of people with technical/specialized expertise
 Increases development and career opportunities for people in departments
Disadvantages
 Encourages sectional interests and conflicts
 Difficult for organization to adapt to product/service diversification
2. Product/Service - Grouping by service/ product i.e. orthopaedic, surgical, psychiatric, etc,
rather than medical, nursing, paramedical, hotel services (functional).
Advantages
 Increases diversification
 Adaptability increased if service/ product requires technical knowledge or large equipment
Disadvantages
Encourages service conflicts
3. Geographical - a nationalized service develops regions, areas or district health authorities.
e.g.\Primary Care Trusts, Strategic Health Authorities
Advantages
More responsive to local/ regional issues and different cultures, national/ state laws etc
Disadvantages
can lead to localities/ regions conflicting with each other
4. Divisional - Grouping of services and/ or geography and functionality (but with functions
such as finance, personnel, planning retained at headquarters).
suitable for international companies who are highly diversified, working in more than one
country e.g. pharmaceutical company with divisions in each country producing and marketing
products developed by parent company.
Advantages
Corporate strategic control with production and marketing independence at divisions
5. Matrix  Grouping of projects and functions, e.g. NASA (highly complex industries), Primary Care
Trusts (PCTs)
 More than one critical orientation to the operations of the organization
 Need to process simultaneously large amounts of information
 Need for sharing resources
Advantages
1) Combines vertical and lateral lines of communication and authority
2) Stability and efficiency (of mechanistic structure) with flexibility and informality (of
inorganic structure)
3) Emphasises project aims are all-important
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Disadvantages
1) Potential conflict between project leader and functional leader regarding resources
2) Project may be jeopardized if project members as well as leaders enter the conflict on opposite
sides
3) Does not tolerate diversification well
NOTE : Many large, complex organisations opt for mixed forms of specialization.
EXAMPLE OF A MATRIX STRUCTURE
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Centralization and decentralization of organization
Definition: when all the power for decision making rests at a single point in the organization ultimately in the hands of one person or group, the structure is 'centralized'. If the power is
dispersed among many people/groups, it is known as 'decentralized' (or distributed).
Note that some functions (research, planning, finance, personnel) are less amenable to
decentralization than others (e.g. contracting, patient services).
Centralization and decentralization should not be treated as absolutes, but rather as two ends of a
continuum.
Advantages
1) frees top management of routine every day decisions to concentrate on strategic
responsibilities
2) decisions are more local, quicker, more responsive to clients (patients)
3) increased awareness of cost effectiveness through the organization
4) increased motivation and satisfaction by junior management
Disadvantages
1) requires good communication and adequate control to and from the centre
2) need for centre to co-ordinate/integrate
3) can lead to inequity in treatment of clients/patients
4) need individuals willing to take on additional responsibilities
5) In general, large organisations lean towards:
6) less centralization
7) more specialization
8) more rules and procedures to be followed
Levels of the organization
According to Drucker, organisations are layered into three main levels:
The technical level of the organization is concerned with specific operations and defined tasks,
with actual jobs to be done, and with performance of the technical function. Inter-relates with
managerial level.
The managerial level (or organizational level) is concerned with the co-ordination and
integration of work, at the technical level, e.g. resource allocation, administration and control of
the operations of the technical function.
The community level (or institutional level) is concerned with the broad objectives and the work
of the organization as a whole. Decisions made at this level will include the selection of
operations, development of organisations in relation to external agencies and the wider social
environment, e.g. Board of Directors, governing bodies of universities. Control by legislation,
codes of standards, professional or trade associations, political or government action and public
interests.
Mintzberg's nine design parameters
Design assumes discretion, an ability to alter the system. In the case of the organizational
structure, design means 'turning those knobs' that influence the division of labour and the
coordinating mechanisms thereby affecting how the organization functions.
Consider the following questions, which are the basic issues of structural design:
1) How many tasks should a given position in the organization contain, and how specialized
should each task be?
2) To what extent should the work content of each position be standardized?
3) What skills and knowledge should be required for each position?
4) On what basis should positions be grouped into units and units into larger units?
5) How large should each unit be; how many people should report to a given manager?
6) To what extent should the output of each position or unit be standardized?
7) What mechanisms should be established to facilitate mutual adjustment among positions
and units?
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8) How much decision power should be delegated to the managers of line units down the chain
of authority?
9) How much decision making power should pass from the line mangers to the staff specialists
and operators?
These nine design parameters are the basic components of organizational structure - that fall into
four broad groupings:
1)
Design of positions
2)
Design of superstructure
3)
Design of lateral linkages
4)
Design of decision making
Group

Design Parameter

Related Concepts

Job specialization

Basic division of labour

Design of positions Behaviour formalization
Training and indoctrination

Unit grouping
Design of
superstructure

Standardization of skills
Direct Supervision
Administrative division of labour
Systems of formal authority, regulated
flows, informal communication, and work
constellations
Organogram
System of informal communication
Direct supervision
Span of control

Unit size

Planning and control systems
Design of lateral
linkages

Standardization of work content
System or regulated flows

Liaison devices

Vertical decentralization
Design of decision
making process
Horizontal decentralization

Standardization of output
System of regulated flows
Mutual adjustment
Systems of informal communication, work
constellations, and ad hoc decision
processes
Administrative division of labour
Systems of formal authority, regulated
flows, work constellations, and ad hoc
decision processes
Administrative division of labour
Systems of informal communication, work
constellations, and ad hoc decision
processes

Work design
Work can be combined in various forms. Decisions on the methods of groupings will consider:
 the need for co ordination
 the identification of clearly defined divisions of work
 economy
 the process of managing activities
 avoiding conflict, and
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 the design of work organization which takes account of the nature of staff employed, their
interests and job satisfaction
 Span of control - number of direct reports
Influencing factors:
 nature of organization, complexity of work, range of responsibilities
 ability and personal qualities e.g. capacity of manager
 time available to spend with subordinates
 ability and training of subordinates
 effectiveness of co-ordination, communication, control systems
 physical location of subordinates
Organization chart
A company's organizational chart typically illustrates relations between people within an
organization. Such relations might include managers to sub-workers, directors to managing
directors, chief executive officer to various departments, and so forth. When an organization
chart grows too large it can be split into smaller charts for separate departments within the
organization.
The different types of organization charts include:
 Hierarchical
 Matrix
 Flat (also known as Horizontal)
Limitations
There are several limitations of organizational charts:
 If updated manually, organizational charts can very quickly become out-of-date, especially in
large organizations that changes their staff regularly.
 They only show "formal relationships" and tell nothing of the pattern of human (social)
relationships which develop. They also often do not show horizontal relationships.
 They provide little information about the managerial style adopted (e.g. "autocratic",
"democratic" or an intermediate style)
 In some cases, an organgraph may be more appropriate, particularly if one wants to show
non-linear, non-hierarchical relationships in an organization.
 They often do not include customers.
Benefits of Organizational Charts
Organization charts are an effective way to communicate organizational, employee and
enterprise information. An org chart makes it easier for people to comprehend and digest large
amounts of information as a visual picture rather than as a table of names and numbers.
Organizational charts provide the greatest value when used as a framework for managing change
and communicating current organizational structure. When fully utilized, org charts allow
managers to make decisions about resources, provide a framework for managing change and
communicate operational information across the organization.
Using org chart software, Human Resources professionals can create org charts automatically
from HR database and distribute them to management. Managers are then able to quickly
visualize the organization and access the salary, gender, and tenure information needed for
decision-making purposes. Managing change becomes much easier once everyone is able to
visualize the organization.
Organizational charts provide managers with specific departmental information that can then be
used as a baseline for planning, budgeting and workforce modeling. It's easy to collaborate on
important structural and personnel decisions when you have the overall picture along with the
smaller views that make up that bigger picture. Organizational charts can be linked directly to
spreadsheets or budgeting tools for interactive what-if analysis, making planning and decisionmaking easier. Those organizational charts can then be used to provide scenarios back to
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executives, finance and HR for evaluation and approval. Managers may also use organizational
charts to communicate and solicit feedback from their employees to build future plans.
Publishing and distributing org charts to an entire organization
organization communicates necessary and
valuable organizational information to all employees. Org charts are ideal for sharing the
organization's strategic vision,
vision, as well as defining responsibilities, dependencies and
relationships. Good charts also allow you ttoo organize their teams with clear responsibilities, titles
and lines of authority. A clear and concise org chart is an invaluable management tool.
Examples - A military example chart for explanation purposes.
The example on the right shows a simple hierarchical organizational chart.
An example of a "line relationship" (or chain of command in military relationships) in this chart
would be between the Manager and the two supervisors.. These two colonels are directly
responsible to the general.

An example
mple of a "lateral relationship" in this chart would be between ""foreman A", and
"Foreman B" who both work on level and both report to the "workers
"
A".
Various shapes such as rectangles, squares, triangles, circles etc. can be used to indicate different
roles. Colourr can be used both for shape borders and connection lines to indicate differences in
authority and responsibility, and possibly formal, advisory and informal links between people. A
department or position yet to be created or currently vacant might
might be shown as a shape with a
dotted outline. Importance of the position may be shown both with a change in size of the shape
in addition to its vertical placement on the chart.
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Information in the Organization chart
The organizational chart provides a great deal of information about the organization as a whole
and the interaction of its parts. From a chart, one can see the organization's structure, its
hierarchy, the degree to which it is centralized or decentralized, and its chain of command.
Organizational Structure
First, organizational charts detail an organization's structure. It may be functional, in which work
units are divided based on what they do and named after those functions (e.g., research and
development, marketing, sales, etc.). The structure may be divisional, based on product,
customers served, or geographic location. Finally, an organizational chart may represent a matrix
structure, in which work units are organized by both function and division.
Organizational Hierarchy and Centralization.
In addition to outlining the type of organizational structure, the organizational chart also
indicates the number of management levels, whether the organizational structure is tall or flat,
and the span of control at each level. Tall organizations have many levels of middle management
and small spans of control. Each manager supervises and directs few employees, and the chain of
command has many managers. Conversely, a flat organization has fewer management levels and
larger spans of control. Because managers supervise more employees, employees tend to have
more autonomy and discretion in their jobs.
Organizational hierarchy and the number of management levels often indicates the degree of
centralization within an organization. Centralized organizations are those in which most of the
decision making occurs by a few people at the top of the hierarchy. This typically creates a topdown management structure, in which top-level managers strongly control the direction of the
workplace through their decisions and supervision. Conversely, an organization with a
decentralized structure allows greater decision-making and authority at lower organizational
levels. Highly decentralized companies may have units that operate nearly independently of one
another. The degree of hierarchy on an organization's chart normally will help one to determine
the degree of centralization or decentralization within its structure. Typically, the taller the
organization, the more centralized it is; flatter organizations generally require more
decentralization, because managers each have broader spans of control and cannot direct and
closely supervise so many people. Additionally, as previously described, the organization's
structure may indicate the degree of centralization. Functional structures tend to be more
centralized than do divisional structures.
Chain of command
The vertical and horizontal lines connecting the rectangles on an organizational chart indicate
reporting relationships and chain of command. That is, they indicate which employees are
directly responsible for the supervision of others and who has ultimate accountability for a group
of employees.
Changes in the Organization chart
There are a number of reasons that an organizational chart might change since the chart must
reflect any alterations to the organizational structure. The structure may change due to a
company's growth, decline, or restructuring.
Growth or Decline.
All organizations progress through a life cycle of growth, maturity, and decline, and in each
stage the organizational structure is likely to be different. In the growth stage, the company is
expanding rapidly, gaining customers and market share. Growth will occur when a company is
just beginning and products and services are gaining a foothold. It may also occur when an
organization develops a new product or expands into new markets, perhaps in other countries.
With growth, the organizational chart will change. Levels of management may be added, along
with new departments.
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In maturity, an organization is no longer growing at a rapid rate and is stable in its production
and sales. The organization may introduce minor changes to a product or service, but there are
unlikely to be major changes to its structure.
In the decline stage, the organization is losing ground in the marketplace. It may be that its
products or services are becoming obsolete or that its competitors are taking over the market. In
decline, the organization may shed levels of management or positions in all divisions.
Additionally, it may outsource work in some areas and thus remove those departments from its
structure. Or, as certain products or services are dropped from the organization, the work units
needed for these products and services also may be eliminated. Thus, in the decline stage the
organizational chart is likely to be streamlined or shrunken.
Restructuring
Restructuring occurs when an organization reduces its workforce by eliminating large numbers
of management and line employees. Restructuring typically occurs when information technology
can be used to achieve the same productivity outcomes with fewer people. With restructuring,
management levels may be eliminated entirely, or entire departments may be removed. This
particularly is true if outsourcing accompanies the restructuring.
Line and staff authority
Although the term authority has various connotations, in the organizational context, authority is
defined as the power to make decisions which guide the actions of others. Power, on the other
hand, is the ability of individuals to influence the beliefs and actions of others. Power can be
legitimate, expert, referent, reward, or coercive. Various authority relationships exist in an
organization, many of which are related to line and staff functions.
Line functions are those which are directly responsible for accomplishing the objectives of the
enterprise, while staff functions are advisory in nature.
The main staff functions are investigation, research and giving advice to line managers on how to
accomplish tasks. Functional authority involves conferring rights upon individuals or
departments to control the processes and practices pertaining to personnel in other departments.
Instead of making recommendations to the line managers or superiors, functional authority
allows staff personnel to issue instructions to line managers directly. Although line managers and
staff personnel are expected to work together for accomplishment of organizational goals, there
are many factors which contribute to the conflicts between line and staff personnel.
The line managers have clashes with the staff personnel as they feel that staff personnel are not
accountable for their actions. Moreover, line managers feel that staff personnel invade their
territory and dilute their powers. Since staff personnel may not have experience of the
operational activities, their recommendations and ideas may lack applicability.
Staff managers feel that line managers do not make the right use of talents of the staff personnel
and are not open to new ideas. Further, since staff personnel lack authority, they may not be able
to implement their solutions for problems. The difference in the nature of line and staff functions
is also a prime reason for conflicts between line and staff managers. The line and staff conflicts
can be avoided by having clearly defined authority relationships between line and staff functions
and by ensuring proper use of staff talent. The staff personnel should also be made accountable
for the outcome of their actions and present line managers the solutions for problems in as
complete a form as possible, leaving only its acceptance or rejection to the line manager.
Organizations differ from each other in the amount of authority given to the lower-level
employees regarding decision-making. Centralization is the retention of decision-making
authority with the top management, whereas decentralization is granting of decision-making
powers to the lower-level employees. It is not possible for an organization to be either
completely centralized or completely decentralized. An organization can either follow a
centralized or decentralized approach depending upon the manner in which it has grown over
time, its size, the technical complexity of its tasks and the geographical dispersion of its business
operations. Apart from these, other factors like time frame of decisions, importance of a decision
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to the organization, the planning and control procedures used and influence of various
environmental factors determine the level of decentralization in an organization. Moreover,
decentralization is facilitated if competent and experienced managers are present in the
organization and subordinates are willing to take on additional responsibilities.
Depending on whether the organization follows a centralized or decentralized approach,
authority is either retained with the top management or is delegated to the lower-level managers.
Delegation of authority refers to a manager granting the right to a subordinate to make decisions
or use his discretion in judging certain issues. The amount of authority delegated depends on the
delegator and the delegant, as well as organizational factors.
The delegation of authority may not be effective if a superior does not like to delegate, if he is
afraid of his subordinates' advancement, if he fears that his shortcomings may be exposed or if he
has a negative attitude towards his subordinates. Also, if the delegant is afraid of criticism, lacks
information and resources, lacks self-confidence and if the rewards and incentives are not
attractive enough, the delegant may not be willing to take on additional responsibility.
Organizational factors such as its decentralization policy, control procedures, availability of
managers and management philosophy also affect the delegation of authority. It is always
important to strike a balance between centralized and decentralized functions in an organization.
Major policy areas like finance, new product programs, marketing strategies, etc. should be
centralized, whereas routine and monotonous tasks which do not need much guidance from
superiors, can be decentralized. Since the costs of decentralization are high, the potential benefits
must be high enough to justify the costs involved.
Delegation of authority
A manager alone cannot perform all the tasks assigned to him. In order to meet the targets, the
manager should delegate authority. Delegation of Authority means division of authority and
powers downwards to the subordinate. Delegation is about entrusting someone else to do parts of
your job. Delegation of authority can be defined as subdivision and sub-allocation of powers to
the subordinates in order to achieve effective results.
Elements of Delegation
Authority - in context of a business organization, authority can be defined as the power and
right of a person to use and allocate the resources efficiently, to take decisions and to give orders
so as to achieve the organizational objectives. Authority must be well- defined. All people who
have the authority should know what is the scope of their authority is and they shouldn’t
misutilize it. Authority is the right to give commands, orders and get the things done. The top
level management has greatest authority. Authority always flows from top to bottom. It explains
how a superior gets work done from his subordinate by clearly explaining what is expected of
him and how he should go about it. Authority should be accompanied with an equal amount of
responsibility. Delegating the authority to someone else doesn’t imply escaping from
accountability. Accountability still rest with the person having the utmost authority.
Responsibility - is the duty of the person to complete the task assigned to him. A person who is
given the responsibility should ensure that he accomplishes the tasks assigned to him. If the tasks
for which he was held responsible are not completed, then he should not give explanations or
excuses. Responsibility without adequate authority leads to discontent and dissatisfaction among
the person. Responsibility flows from bottom to top. The middle level and lower level
management holds more responsibility. The person held responsible for a job is answerable for
it. If he performs the tasks assigned as expected, he is bound for praises. While if he doesn’t
accomplish tasks assigned as expected, then also he is answerable for that.
Accountability - means giving explanations for any variance in the actual performance from the
expectations set. Accountability can not be delegated. For example, if ’A’ is given a task with
sufficient authority, and ’A’ delegates this task to B and asks him to ensure that task is done well,
responsibility rest with ’B’, but accountability still rest with ’A’. The top level management is
most accountable. Being accountable means being innovative as the person will think beyond his
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scope of job. Accountability, in short, means being answerable for the end result. Accountability
can’t be escaped. It arises from responsibility.
For achieving delegation, a manager has to work in a system and has to perform following
steps : - (Delegation of authority is the base of superior-subordinate relationship)
 Assignment of tasks and duties
 Granting of authority
 Creating responsibility and accountability
Assignment of Duties - The delegator first tries to define the task and duties to the subordinate.
He also has to define the result expected from the subordinates. Clarity of duty as well as result
expected has to be the first step in delegation.
Granting of authority - Subdivision of authority takes place when a superior divides and shares
his authority with the subordinate. It is for this reason, every subordinate should be given enough
independence to carry the task given to him by his superiors. The managers at all levels delegate
authority and power which is attached to their job positions. The subdivision of powers is very
important to get effective results.
Creating Responsibility and Accountability - The delegation process does not end once
powers are granted to the subordinates. They at the same time have to be obligatory towards the
duties assigned to them. Responsibility is said to be the factor or obligation of an individual to
carry out his duties in best of his ability as per the directions of superior. Responsibility is very
important. Therefore, it is that which gives effectiveness to authority. At the same time,
responsibility is absolute and cannot be shifted. Accountability, on the others hand, is the
obligation of the individual to carry out his duties as per the standards of performance.
Therefore, it is said that authority is delegated, responsibility is created and accountability is
imposed. Accountability arises out of responsibility and responsibility arises out of authority.
Therefore, it becomes important that with every authority position an equal and opposite
responsibility should be attached.
Therefore every manager, i.e., the delegator has to follow a system to finish up the delegation
process. Equally important is the delegatee’s role which means his responsibility and
accountability is attached with the authority over to here.
Relationship between Authority and Responsibility
Authority is the legal right of person or superior to command his subordinates while
accountability is the obligation of individual to carry out his duties as per standards of
performance Authority flows from the superiors to subordinates, in which orders and instructions
are given to subordinates to complete the task. It is only through authority, a manager exercises
control. In a way through exercising the control the superior is demanding accountability from
subordinates. If the marketing manager directs the sales supervisor for 50 units of sale to be
undertaken in a month. If the above standards are not accomplished, it is the marketing manager
who will be accountable to the chief executive officer. Therefore, we can say that authority flows
from top to bottom and responsibility flows from bottom to top. Accountability is a result of
responsibility and responsibility is result of authority. Therefore, for every authority an equal
accountability is attached.
Differences between Authority and Responsibility
Authority
Responsibility
It is the legal right of a person or a superior to It is the obligation of subordinate to perform
command his subordinates.
the work assigned to him.
Authority is attached to the position of a Responsibility arises out of superiorsuperior in concern.
subordinate relationship in which subordinate
agrees to carry out duty given to him.
Authority can be delegated by a superior to a Responsibility cannot be shifted and is
subordinate
absolute
It flows from top to bottom.
It flows from bottom to top.
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Importance of Delegation
Delegation of authority is a process in which the authority and powers are divided and shared
amongst the subordinates. When the work of a manager gets beyond his capacity, there should be
some system of sharing the work. This is how delegation of authority becomes an important tool
in organization function. Through delegation, a manager, in fact, is multiplying himself by
dividing/multiplying his work with the subordinates. The importance of delegation can be
justified by  Through delegation, a manager is able to divide the work and allocate it to the subordinates.
This helps in reducing his work load so that he can work on important areas such as - planning,
business analysis etc.
 With the reduction of load on superior, he can concentrate his energy on important and critical
issues of concern. This way he is able to bring effectiveness in his work as well in the work unit.
This effectivity helps a manager to prove his ability and skills in the best manner.
Delegation of authority is the ground on which the superior-subordinate relationship stands. An
organization functions as the authority flows from top level to bottom. This in fact shows that
through delegation, the superior-subordinate relationship become meaningful. The flow of
authority is from top to bottom which is a way of achieving results.
Delegation of authority in a way gives enough room and space to the subordinates to flourish
their abilities and skill. Through delegating powers, the subordinates get a feeling of importance.
They get motivated to work and this motivation provides appropriate results to a concern. Job
satisfaction is an important criterion to bring stability and soundness in the relationship between
superior and subordinates. Delegation also helps in breaking the monotony of the subordinates so
that they can be more creative and efficient. Delegation of authority is not only helpful to the
subordinates but it also helps the managers to develop their talents and skills. Since the manager
get enough time through delegation to concentrate on important issues, their decision-making
gets strong and in a way they can flourish the talents which are required in a manager. Through
granting powers and getting the work done, helps the manager to attain communication skills,
supervision and guidance, effective motivation and the leadership traits are flourished. Therefore
it is only through delegation, a manager can be tested on his traits.
Delegation of authority is help to both superior and subordinates. This, in a way, gives stability
to a concern’s working. With effective results, a concern can think of creating more departments
and divisions flow working. This will require creation of more managers which can be fulfilled
by shifting the experienced, skilled managers to these positions. This helps in both virtual as well
as horizontal growth which is very important for a concern’s stability.
Therefore, from the above points, we can justify that delegation is not just a process but it is a
way by which manager multiples himself and is able to bring stability, ability and soundness to a
concern.
Principles of Delegation
There are a few guidelines in form of principles which can be a help to the manager to process of
delegation. The principles of delegation are as follows: Principle of result excepted- suggests that every manager before delegating the powers to the
subordinate should be able to clearly define the goals as well as results expected from them. The
goals and targets should be completely and clearly defined and the standards of performance
should also be notified clearly. For example, a marketing manager explains the salesmen
regarding the units of sale to take place in a particular day, say ten units a day have to be the
target sales. While a marketing manger provides these guidelines of sales, mentioning the target
sales is very important so that the salesman can perform his duty efficiently with a clear set of
mind.
Principle of Parity of Authority and Responsibility- According to this principle, the manager
should keep a balance between authority and responsibility. Both of them should go hand in
hand.
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According to this principle, if a subordinate is given a responsibility to perform a task, then at the
same time he should be given enough independence and power to carry out that task effectively.
This principle also does not provide excessive authority to the subordinate which at times can be
misused by him. The authority should be given in such a way which matches the task given to
him. Therefore, there should be no degree of disparity between the two.
Principle of absolute responsibility- This says that the authority can be delegated but
responsibility cannot be delegated by managers to his subordinates which means responsibility is
fixed. The manager at every level, no matter what is his authority, is always responsible to his
superior for carrying out his task by delegating the powers. It does not means that he can escape
from his responsibility. He will always remain responsible till the completion of task. Every
superior is responsible for the acts of their subordinates and are accountable to their superior
therefore the superiors cannot pass the blame to the subordinates even if he has delegated certain
powers to subordinates example if the production manager has been given a work and the
machine breaks down. If repairmen is not able to get repair work done, production manager will
be responsible to CEO if their production is not completed.
Principle of Authority level- This principle suggests that a manager should exercise his
authority within the jurisdiction / framework given. The manager should be forced to consult
their superiors with those matters of which the authority is not given that means before a
manager takes any important decision, he should make sure that he has the authority to do that on
the other hand, subordinate should also not frequently go with regards to their complaints as well
as suggestions to their superior if they are not asked to do. This principle emphasizes on the
degree of authority and the level upto which it has to be maintained.
Centralization and Decentralization of authority
Centralization is said to be a process where the concentration of decision making is in a few
hands. All the important decision and actions at the lower level, all subjects and actions at the
lower level are subject to the approval of top management. According to Allen, “Centralization”
is the systematic and consistent reservation of authority at central points in the organization. The
implication of centralization can be : Reservation of decision making power at top level.
 Reservation of operating authority with the middle level managers.
 Reservation of operation at lower level at the directions of the top level.
Under centralization, the important and key decisions are taken by the top management and the
other levels are into implementations as per the directions of top level. For example, in a
business concern, the father & son being the owners decide about the important matters and all
the rest of functions like product, finance, marketing, personnel, are carried out by the
department heads and they have to act as per instruction and orders of the two people. Therefore
in this case, decision making power remain in the hands of father & son.
On the other hand, Decentralization is a systematic delegation of authority at all levels of
management and in all of the organization. In a decentralization concern, authority in retained by
the top management for taking major decisions and framing policies concerning the whole
concern. Rest of the authority may be delegated to the middle level and lower level of
management.
The degree of centralization and decentralization will depend upon the amount of authority
delegated to the lowest level. According to Allen, “Decentralization refers to the systematic
effort to delegate to the lowest level of authority except that which can be controlled and
exercised at central points.
Decentralization is not the same as delegation. In fact, decentralization is all extension of
delegation. Decentralization pattern is wider is scope and the authorities are diffused to the
lowest most level of management. Delegation of authority is a complete process and takes place
from one person to another. While decentralization is complete only when fullest possible
delegation has taken place. For example, the general manager of a company is responsible for
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receiving the leave application for the whole of the concern. The general manager delegates this
work to the personnel manager who is now responsible for receiving the leave applicants. In this
situation delegation of authority has taken place. On the other hand, on the request of the
personnel manager, if the general manager delegates this power to all the departmental heads at
all level, in this situation decentralization has taken place. There is a saying that “Everything that
increasing the role of subordinates is decentralization and that decreases the role is
centralization”. Decentralization is wider in scope and the subordinate’s responsibility increase
in this case. On the other hand, in delegation the managers remain answerable even for the acts
of subordinates to their superiors.
Implications of Decentralization of authority
 There is less burden on the Chief Executive as in the case of centralization.
 In decentralization, the subordinates get a chance to decide and act independently which
develops skills and capabilities. This way the firm is able to process reserve of talents in it.
 In decentralization, diversification and horizontal can be easily implanted.
 In decentralization, concern diversification of activities can place effectively since there is
more scope for creating new departments. Therefore, diversification growth is of a degree.
 In decentralization structure, operations can be coordinated at divisional level which is not
possible in the centralization set up.
 In the case of decentralization structure, there is greater motivation and morale of the
employees since they get more independence to act and decide.
 In a decentralization structure, co-ordination to some extent is difficult to maintain as there are
lot many department divisions and authority is delegated to maximum possible extent, i.e., to the
bottom most level delegation reaches. Centralization and decentralization are the categories by
which the pattern of authority relationships became clear. The degree of centralization and decentralization can be affected by many factors like nature of operation, volume of profits,
number of departments, size of a concern, etc. The larger the size of a concern, a decentralization
set up is suitable in it.
Decentralization can be called as extension of delegation. When delegation of authority is done
to the fullest possible extent, it gives use to decentralization.
Basis
Delegation
Decentralization
Scope of delegation is limited as
Scope is wide as the decision making
Scope
superior delegates the powers to the
is shared by the subordinates also
subordinates on individual bases.
Responsibility remains of the managers Responsibility is also delegated to
Responsibility
and cannot be delegated
subordinates.
Freedom is not given to the
Freedom to work can be maintained
Freedom of
subordinates as they have to work as
by subordinates as they are free to
Work
per the instructions of their superiors.
take decision and to implement it.
It is an important decision of an
Nature
It is a routine function
enterprise.
Decentralization becomes more
Delegation is important in all concerns
Need on
important in large concerns and it
whether big or small. No enterprises
purpose
depends upon the decision made by
can work without delegation.
the enterprise, it is not compulsory.
It is a systematic act which takes
Grant of
The authority is granted by one
place at all levels and at all functions
Authority
individual to another.
in a concern.
Grant of
Authority with responsibility is
Responsibility cannot be delegated
Responsibility
delegated to subordinates.
Degree of delegation varies from
Decentralization is total by nature. It
Degree
concern to concern and department to
spreads throughout the organization
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department.
Process
Essentiality
Significance
Withdrawal

Delegation is a process which explains
superior subordinates relationship
Delegation is essential of all kinds of
concerns
Delegation is essential for creating the
organization
Delegated authority can be taken back.

i.e. at all levels and all functions
It is an outcome which explains
relationship between top management
and all other departments.
Decentralization is a decisions
function by nature.
Decentralization is an optional policy
at the discretion of top management.
It is considered as a general policy of
top management and is applicable to
all departments.

Freedom of
Very little freedom to the subordinates Considerable freedom
Action
Staffing
People are essential for the effective operation of an organization. The managerial function of
staffing involves manning the organization structure through proper and effective selection,
appraisal and development of the personnels to fill the roles assigned to the
employers/workforce. According to Theo Haimann, “Staffing pertains to recruitment, selection,
development and compensation of subordinates.”
Nature of Staffing Function
1. Staffing is an important managerial function- Staffing function is the most important
managerial act along with planning, organizing, directing and controlling. The operations of
these four functions depend upon the manpower which is available through staffing function.
2. Staffing is a pervasive activity- As staffing function is carried out by all mangers and in all
types of concerns where business activities are carried out.
3. Staffing is a continuous activity- This is because staffing function continues throughout the
life of an organization due to the transfers and promotions that take place.
4. The basis of staffing function is efficient management of personnels- Human resources can
be efficiently managed by a system or proper procedure, that is, recruitment, selection,
placement, training and development, providing remuneration, etc.
5. Staffing helps in placing right men at the right job. It can be done effectively through
proper recruitment procedures and then finally selecting the most suitable candidate as per the
job requirements.
6. Staffing is performed by all managers depending upon the nature of business, size of the
company, qualifications and skills of managers, etc. In small companies, the top management
generally performs this function. In medium and small scale enterprise, it is performed especially
by the personnel department of that concern.
Staffing Process - Steps involved in Staffing
1. Manpower requirements- The very first step in staffing is to plan the manpower inventory
required by a concern in order to match them with the job requirements and demands. Therefore,
it involves forecasting and determining the future manpower needs of the concern.
2. Recruitment- Once the requirements are notified, the concern invites and solicits applications
according to the invitations made to the desirable candidates.
3. Selection- This is the screening step of staffing in which the solicited applications are
screened out and suitable candidates are appointed as per the requirements.
4. Orientation and Placement- Once screening takes place, the appointed candidates are made
familiar to the work units and work environment through the orientation programmes. placement
takes place by putting right man on the right job.
5. Training and Development- Training is a part of incentives given to the workers in order to
develop and grow them within the concern. Training is generally given according to the nature of
activities and scope of expansion in it. Along with it, the workers are developed by providing
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them extra benefits of indepth knowledge of their functional areas. Development also includes
giving them key and important jobsas a test or examination in order to analyse their
performances.
6. Remuneration- It is a kind of compensation provided monetarily to the employees for their
work performances. This is given according to the nature of job- skilled or unskilled, physical or
mental, etc. Remuneration forms an important monetary incentive for the employees.
7. Performance Evaluation- In order to keep a track or record of the behaviour, attitudes as well
as opinions of the workers towards their jobs. For this regular assessment is done to evaluate and
supervise different work units in a concern. It is basically concerning to know the development
cycle and growth patterns of the employees in a concern.
8. Promotion and transfer- Promotion is said to be a non- monetary incentive in which the
worker is shifted from a higher job demanding bigger responsibilities as well as shifting the
workers and transferring them to different work units and branches of the same organization.
Manpower Planning
Manpower Planning which is also called as Human Resource Planning consists of putting right
number of people, right kind of people at the right place, right time, doing the right things for
which they are suited for the achievement of goals of the organization. Human Resource
Planning has got an important place in the arena of industrialization. Human Resource Planning
has to be a systems approach and is carried out in a set procedure. The procedure is as follows:
1. Analysing the current manpower inventory
2. Making future manpower forecasts
3. Developing employment programmes
4. Design training programmes
Steps in Manpower Planning
1. Analysing the current manpower inventoryBefore a manager makes forecast of future manpower, the current manpower status has to be
analyzed. For this the following things have to be noted1) Type of organization
2) Number of departments
3) Number and quantity of such departments
4) Employees in these work units
Once these factors are registered by a manager, he goes for the future forecasting.
2. Making future manpower forecastsOnce the factors affecting the future manpower forecasts are known, planning can be done for
the future manpower requirements in several work units.
The Manpower forecasting techniques commonly employed by the organizations are as follows:
a. Expert Forecasts: This includes informal decisions, formal expert surveys and Delphi
technique.
b.Trend Analysis: Manpower needs can be projected through extrapolation (projecting past
trends), indexation (using base year as basis), and statistical analysis (central tendency measure).
c. Work Load Analysis: It is dependent upon the nature of work load in a department, in a
branch or in a division.
d.Work Force Analysis: Whenever production and time period has to be analyzed, due
allowances have to be made for getting net manpower requirements.
e. Other methods: Several Mathematical models, with the aid of computers are used to forecast
manpower needs, like budget and planning analysis, regression, new venture analysis.
3. Developing employment programmesOnce the current inventory is compared with future forecasts, the employment programmes can
be framed and developed accordingly, which will include recruitment, selection procedures and
placement plans.
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4. Design training programmes- These will be based upon extent of diversification, expansion
plans, development programmes, etc. Training programmes depend upon the extent of
improvement in technology and advancement to take place. It is also done to improve upon the
skills, capabilities, knowledge of the workers.
Importance of Manpower Planning
1. Key to managerial functions- The four managerial functions, i.e., planning, organizing,
directing and controlling are based upon the manpower. Human resources help in the
implementation of all these managerial activities. Therefore, staffing becomes a key to all
managerial functions.
2. Efficient utilization- Efficient management of personnels becomes an important function in
the industrialization world of today. Seting of large scale enterprises require management of
large scale manpower. It can be effectively done through staffing function.
3. Motivation- Staffing function not only includes putting right men on right job, but it also
comprises of motivational programmes, i.e., incentive plans to be framed for further participation
and employment of employees in a concern. Therefore, all types of incentive plans becomes an
integral part of staffing function.
4. Better human relations- A concern can stabilize itself if human relations develop and are
strong. Human relations become strong trough effective control, clear communication, effective
supervision and leadership in a concern. Staffing function also looks after training and
development of the work force which leads to co-operation and better human relations.
5. Higher productivity- Productivity level increases when resources are utilized in best possible
manner. Higher productivity is a result of minimum wastage of time, money, efforts and
energies. This is possible through the staffing and it's related activities (Performance appraisal,
training and development, remuneration)
Need of Manpower Planning
Manpower Planning is a two-phased process because manpower planning not only analyses the
current human resources but also makes manpower forecasts and thereby draw employment
programmes.
Manpower Planning is advantageous to firm in following manner:
a. Shortages and surpluses can be identified so that quick action can be taken wherever required.
b. All the recruitment and selection programmes are based on manpower planning.
c. It also helps to reduce the labour cost as excess staff can be identified and thereby overstaffing
can be avoided.
d. It also helps to identify the available talents in a concern and accordingly training programmes
can be chalked out to develop those talents.
e. It helps in growth and diversification of business. Through manpower planning, human
resources can be readily available and they can be utilized in best manner.
f. It helps the organization to realize the importance of manpower management which ultimately
helps in the stability of a concern.
Obstacles in Manpower Planning
Following are the main obstacles that organizations face in the process of manpower planning:
1) Under Utilization of Manpower: The biggest obstacle in case of manpower planning is the
fact that the industries in general are not making optimum use of their manpower and once
manpower planning begins, it encounters heavy odds in stepping up the utilization.
2) Degree of Absenteeism: Absenteeism is quite high and has been increasing since last few
years.
3) Lack of Education and Skilled Labour: The extent of illiteracy and the slow pace of
development of the skilled categories account for low productivity in employees. Low
productivity has implications for manpower planning.
4) Manpower Control and Review:
a. Any increase in manpower is considered at the top level of management
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b. On the basis of manpower plans, personnel budgets are prepared. These act as control
mechanisms to keep the manpower under certain broadly defined limits.
c. The productivity of any organization is usually calculated using the formula:
Productivity = Output / Input
But a rough index of employee productivity is calculated as follows:
Employee Productivity = Total Production / Total no. of employees
d. Exit Interviews, the rate of turnover and rate of absenteesim are source of vital information on
the satisfaction level of manpower. For conservation of Human Resources and better utilization
of men studying these conditions, manpower control would have to take into account the data to
make meaningful analysis.
e. Extent of Overtime: The amount of overtime paid may be due to real shortage of men,
ineffective management or improper utilization of manpower. Manpower control would require a
careful study of overtime statistics.
Few Organizations do not have sufficient records and information on manpower. Several of
those who have them do not have a proper retrieval system. There are complications in resolving
the issues in design, definition and creation of computerized personnel information system for
effective manpower planning and utilization. Even the existing technologies in this respect are
not optimally used. This is a strategic disadvantage.
Recruitment & Selection
Recruitment is an acquisition function and ensures the number and types of people necessary for
the continued operation of the organization. Recruiting is the discovering of potential candidates
for actual or anticipated organizational vacancies. It is a linking activity – bringing together those
with jobs to fill and those seeking jobs. A good recruiting program should attract the qualified
and not attract the unqualified and this dual objective will minimize the cost of processing
unqualified candidates.
Influencing factors;
1. Size – an organization with more employees will find itself recruiting potential applicants
much more often than will an organization with less or few employees.
2. Community and location – employment conditions in the community where the organization is
located will influence how much recruiting takes place.
3. Past efforts – the effectiveness of past recruiting efforts will show itself in the organization’s
historical ability to locate and keep people who perform well.
4. Working conditions, salary and benefit packages – the organization offer on these will
influence turnover and therefore the need for future recruiting.
5. Life cycle – the organizations that are not growing or those that are actually declining will find
no need to recruit. On the other hand, organizations that are growing rapidly or expanding will
find recruitment a major human resource activity.
Possible Constraints
1. Image of the organization – if the image is perceived to be low, then likelihood of attracting a
large number of applicants is reduced. In a number of communities, local firms have a reputation
for being in a declining industry or for heavy pollution, poor-quality products, unsafe working
conditions, or indifference to the needs of their employees. Such reputations can and do reduce
these organization’s ability to attract the best personnel available.
2. Unattractive jobs – traditionally secretarial positions were attractive to female personnel, but
today, women have a wider selection of job opportunities, as well as heightened aspirations – a
combination that has resulted in a severe shortage of qualified secretaries. Given the status, pay,
and opportunities inherent in most secretarial jobs, many individuals who previously would have
sought such positions now consider them unattractive. Any job that is viewed as boring,
hazardous, anxiety creating, low pay, or lacking in promotion potential will be unattractive to
qualified pool f applicants, even during economic slumps.
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3. Promote from within – international organizational policies, such as “promote from within
wherever possible”, will give priority to individuals inside the organization. Such a policy, when
followed, will usually ensure that all positions, other than the lowest-level entry positions, will
be filled from within the ranks.
4. Union requirements: in many trade industries, it is still common practice to have the union
screen and approve those industrials who can be considered for employment and hence union
requirements can also restrict recruiting process. This determination of who can apply and who
has priority in selection, often a political process, restricts management’s freedom to select those
individuals who it believes would be the best performers if the candidate cannot meet the criteria
stipulated by the union. Union may give first preference to relatives or friends of current union
members for union membership. If the union membership is necessary in order to get in to a
company, management must recruit from a restricted supply.
5. Government’s influence - To encourage the local and son of the soil, preferred communities,
and registered unemployed candidates with the State employment exchange, government, center
or state, can impose conditions, which can not be overlooked by the management in the
recruiting process.
6. Cost of recruiting – normally recruiting efforts by an organization is expensive. Sometimes
continuing a search for long periods of time is not possible because of budgeted restrictions, and
this may constraints the efforts to attract the best person for the job.
Recruiting sources
Recruitment is more likely to achieve its objective if recruiting sources reflect the type of
position to be filled. Certain recruiting sources are more effective than others for filling certain
type of jobs.
1. Internal search (Internal Recruitment) - is a recruitment which takes place within the
concern or organization. Internal sources of recruitment are readily available to an organization.
Internal sources are primarily three - Transfers, promotions and Re-employment of exemployees. Re-employment of ex-employees is one of the internal sources of recruitment in
which employees can be invited and appointed to fill vacancies in the concern. There are
situations when ex-employees provide unsolicited applications also.
Internal recruitment may lead to increase in employee’s productivity as their motivation level
increases. It also saves time, money and efforts. But a drawback of internal recruitment is that it
refrains the organization from new blood. Also, not all the manpower requirements can be met
through internal recruitment. Hiring from outside has to be done.
Advantages are –
1) Good public relations
2) Builds morale
3) Encourages good individuals who are ambitious
4) Improves the probability of a good selection, since information on the individual’s
performance is readily available
5) Less costly than going outside to recruit
6) Those chosen internally already know the organization and hence no additional cost of
expenses in orientation and training
7) When carefully planned, promoting from within can act as a training device for developing
middle and top-level managers.
Demerits are that 1) It can be dysfunctional to the organization to utilize the inferior internal resources only
because they are still there, when excellent candidates are available on the outside.
2) Outsider may appear more attractive because the recruiter is unaware of the outsider’s faults.
The organization should avoid excessive inbreeding. Occasionally it may be necessary to bring
in some “new blood” to broaden the present ideas, knowledge, and enthusiasm and to question
the but-we have always done that way mentality.
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The organization’s personnel files data should provide information as to which employees might
be considered for positions opening up within the organization. Most organizations can utilize
their computer information system to generate an output of those individuals who have the
desirable characteristics to potentially fill the vacant position.
In many organizations, it is standard procedure to “post” any new job openings, and also
notifying on a central “ positions open” bulletin board in the plants or offices, in the weekly or
monthly organization newsletter, or in some cases, in a specially prepared position sheet and
allow any current employee to “bid” or apply for the position. If current employees are not
interested in the position, they can use theses notices to recommend friends or associates for
employment with the organization.
External Recruitment - External sources of recruitment have to be solicited from outside the
organization. External sources are external to a concern. But it involves lot of time and money.
The external sources of recruitment include - Employment at factory gate, advertisements,
employment exchanges, employment agencies, educational institutes, labour contractors,
recommendations etc.
1. Advertisements –
One of the most popular methods used to communicate to the public by an organization that it
has a vacancy of jobs and the type of jobs. The higher the position in the organization, the more
specialized the skills, the more widely dispersed the advertisement is likely to be. The search for
a top executive might include advertisements in a national periodical; on the other hand, the
advertisement of lower level jobs is usually confined to the local newspaper, regional trade
journals, and local employment exchange notice boards. Jobs can still be obtained through the
“who-you-know” system. Unfortunately, it seems that many of these ads are listed only to meet
the affirmative action requirements, and the applicants they generate will rarely be seriously
considered.
Factors influences the response rate to advertisements is – Three important variables, such as
1) Identification of the organization,
2) labour market conditions,
3) The degree to which specific requirements included in the advertisement.
Many organizations place a blind advertisement with no identification of the organization.
Respondents are asked to reply to a post office box number or to a consulting firm that is acting
as an intermediary between the applicant and the organization. Large organization with a
national reputation will seldom use blind ads to fill lower-level positions. However, when the
organization does not wish to publicize the fact that it is seeking to fill an internal position, or
when it seeks to recruit for a position where there is a soon-to-be-removed incumbent, a blind ad
may be appropriate, especially true when the position is expected to draw an extra ordinary
number of applications. Using the blind ad relieves the organization from having to respond any
individuals who applies. Only those individuals the organization wishes to see are notified; the
remaining is not as if the application was not received.
Although blind ads can assist personnel in finding qualified applicants, many individuals are
reluctant to answer them. Obviously, there is the fear, usually unjustified, that the ad has been
placed by the organization in which the individual is currently employed. Also, the organization
itself is frequently a key determinant of whether the individual is interested; therefore, potential
candidates are often reluctant to reply. Further deterrents are the bad reputation that blind ads
have received because of organizations that place ads when no position exists in order to test the
supply of workers in the community, to build a backlog of applicants, or to identify those current
employees who are interested in finding new position; or organization that place the
advertisement for affirmative action purposes only when the final decision, for the greater part,
has already been made.
The job analysis process is the basic source for the information placed in the ad. A decision will
need to be made as to whether the ad will focus on descriptive elements of the job (job
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description) or of the applicant (job specification). The choice made will often affect the number
of replies received.
2. Employee referrals/recommendations
One of the best sources for individuals who will perform effectively on the job is a
recommendation from a current employee. Employee referrals may also have acquired more
accurate information about their potential jobs, reducing unrealistic expectations and increasing
job survival. In the employee referral, both the organization and the employee benefit; at times
employee receives a monetary reward and the organization receives a qualified candidate without
the major expense of an extensive recruitment search.
Potentially negative features of employee referral are that the recommenders may confuse
friendship with job performance competence. Employee referrals may also lead to nepotism; that
is, hiring individuals who are related to persons already employed by the organization. The
hiring of relatives is particularly widespread in family-owned organizations. Employee referrals
can also lead to an adverse impact.
3. Employment agencies a) Employment Exchanges - There are certain Employment exchanges which are run by
government. Most of the government undertakings and concerns employ people through such
exchanges. Now-a-days recruitment in government agencies has become compulsory through
employment exchange.
b) Public Agencies / Government Agencies – in 1933, a public employment service was
established as a Federal – State Partnership, to help job seekers find suitable employment and
help employers find suitable workers. All States provide a public employment service, to closely
tie up to unemployment benefits, given to the registered members. Public agencies tend to attract
and place predominantly low-skilled workers. Despite increased attempts to develop a
nationwide job-clearing house, employers must be realistic and recognize that many job seekers
do not view themselves as being geographically mobile and rather will accept unemployment
compensation benefits than accept a job relocation.
c) Private Agencies – the major difference between public and private employment agencies is
their image. Private agencies are believed to offer positions and applicants of higher caliber, and
a complete line of services. They advertise the position, screen applicants against the criteria
specified by the employer, and usually provide a guarantee covering six months or a year, as
protection to the employer should the applicant not perform satisfactorily. The private agency’s
fee can be totally absorbed by either the employer or the employee, or it can be split. The
alternative chosen usually depends on the demand-supply situation in the community involved.
d) Headhunters/Executive search firm/Management Consultants – Agency of this type are
actually specialized private employment agencies. They specialize in middle-level and top-level
executive placements, with distinguishing feature of their fees (usually 30% of the executive’s
first year salary), nation-wide contacts, and through-ness of their investigation. They canvass
their contacts and do preliminary screening. They seek out highly effective executives who have
the skills to do the job, can effectively adjust to the new organization, and, most important, are
willing to consider new challenges and opportunities. Possibly such individuals are frustrated by
their inability to move up in their current organization at the pace at which they are capable, or
they may have recently been by-passed for a major promotion. The executive search firm can act
as a buffer for screening candidates and, at the same time, keep the prospective employer
anonymous. In the final stages, senior executives in the prospective firm can move in to the
negotiations and determine the degree of mutual interest.
3. Temporary Help Services – they are needed as a source of employees when individuals are
required on temporary basis. These temporary employees are particularly valuable in meeting
short-term fluctuations in personnel needs.
4.
Schools and colleges, universities – (Educational Institutions) - There are certain
professional Institutions which serves as an external source for recruiting fresh graduates from
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these institutes. This kind of recruitment done through such educational institutions is called as
Campus Recruitment. They have special recruitment cells which help in providing jobs to fresh
candidates. Educational Institutions at all levels offer opportunities for recruiting recent
graduates. Most Educational Institutions operate placement services where prospective
employers can review credentials and interview graduates. Educational institutions are an
excellent source of potential employees for entry-level positions in organizations.
High school or vocational technical schools can provide lower level applicants. Business or
secretarial schools can provide administrative staff personnel. Two and four year colleges and
graduate schools can provide managerial level personnel. While educational institutions are
viewed as sources for young, in-experienced entrants to the work force, it is also common to find
individuals with considerable work experience using an educational institutions’ placement
service. They may be workers who have recently returned to the institute to upgrade their skills,
or former graduates interested in changing jobs and utilizing their institutes’ placement center.
Thus employers seeking applicants from educational institutions can find not only new
diploma/graduate recipients at the school, college or university placement bureau but also former
graduates interested in pursuing other opportunities. College placements are costly and hence
cost benefit is to be weighed. This appears to be the one of the reason why, during economic
recession or downturns, interviews on campus severely declined.
5. Professional organizations – many professional organizations, including labour unions,
operate placement services for the benefit of their members. The professional organizations
include such varied occupations as industrial engineer, psychologist, and seafarer. These
organizations publish rosters of job vacancies and distribute these lists to members. It is also
common practice to provide placement facilities at regional and national meetings where
individuals looking for employment and companies looking for employees can find each other.
Professional organizations, however, can also apply sanctions to control the labour supply in
their discipline. In those professional organizations where the organization’s placement service is
a focal point for locating prospective employers, and where certain qualifications are necessary
to become a member(such a special educational attainment or professional certification), then the
professional organization can significantly influence and control the supply of prospective
applicants.
6. Casual or Unsolicited Applicants – “walk-ins”, whether they reach the employer by letter,
telephone, or in person, can be a source of prospective applicants. Although the qualifications of
unsolicited applicants will depend on economic conditions, the organization’s image, and the job
seeker’s perception of the types of jobs that might be available, this source does provide an
excellent supply of stockpiled applicants. Even there are no particular openings when the
applicant makes contact with the organization, the application can kept on file for later needs.
Applications from individuals who are already employed can be referred to many months later
and can provide applicants who (1) are interested in considering other employment opportunities
and (2) regard the organization as a possible employer.
Unsolicited applications made by unemployed individuals, however, generally have a short life.
Those individuals who have adequate skills and who would be prime candidates for a position in
the organization if a position were currently available will usually find employment with some
other organization that does have an opening. However, in times of economic stagnation,
excellent prospects are often unable to locate the type of job they desire and may stay actively
looking in the job market for many months.
7. Other sources – in search of particular types of applicants, non-traditional sources should be
considered. For example, employ the handicapped associations can be a source of highly
motivated workers; National Organizations for Women often provide placement services.
Normally employers’ efforts in recruiting are not totally rational and distinct. Many small
employers keep no records of recruitment and use a variety of methods, whereas many large
employers combine community relations and recruitment in a single endeavor. A study involving
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number of manufacturing, commercial service, and heavy- and light - industry sectors revealed
that specific sources were used when attempting to fill a position requiring a particular skill. At
the lower levels in the organization, informal contacts appear to dominate, at the higher levels,
internal search and informal contacts. In no case was one recruiting source used exclusively at
all levels. (See the table given below)
Recruiting sources used by skill and level
Skill level
Unskilled and Semiskilled

Skilled

Professional employees

Managerial level

Recruiting Source
informal contacts
Walks-in
Public employment agencies
Want ads
informal contacts
Walks-in
Public employment agencies
Want ads
internal search
informal contacts
Walks-in
Public employment agencies
Want ads
private employment agencies
internal search
informal contacts
Walks-in
Public employment agencies
Want ads
private employment agencies

% of use
85
74
66
52
88
66
55
55
94
92
71
52
48
22
100
71
31
20
17
12

Selection Process
Employee Selection is the process of putting right men on right job. It is a procedure of matching
organizational requirements with the skills and qualifications of people. Effective selection can
be done only when there is effective matching. By selecting best candidate for the required job,
the organization will get quality performance of employees. Moreover, organization will face
less of absenteeism and employee turnover problems. By selecting right candidate for the
required job, organization will also save time and money. Proper screening of candidates takes
place during selection procedure. All the potential candidates who apply for the given job are
tested.
But selection must be differentiated from recruitment, though these are two phases of
employment process. Recruitment is considered to be a positive process as it motivates more of
candidates to apply for the job. It creates a pool of applicants. It is just sourcing of data. While
selection is a negative process as the inappropriate candidates are rejected here. Recruitment
precedes selection in staffing process. Selection involves choosing the best candidate with best
abilities, skills and knowledge for the required job.
The cost of selection – the cost of selecting people who are inadequate performers or who leave
the organization before contributing to profits is a major cost of doing business. The cost
incurred in hiring and training any new employee is expensive, sometimes in lakhs of rupees.
Any efforts the organization can make toward minimizing turnover and hiring costs can pay
dividends. Proper selection of personnel is obviously an area where effectiveness – choosing
competent workers who perform well in their position – can result in large savings.
Selection activities - all selection activities, from the initial screening interview to the physical
examination if required, exist for the purpose of making effective selection decisions. Each
activity is a step in the process that forms a predictive exercise – managerial decision makers
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Successful

Correct
Decision

Reject
Error

Unsuccessful

Accept
Error

Correct
Decision

Accept

Job performance

seeking to predict which job applicants will be successful if hired. Successful, in this case, means
performing well on the criteria the organization uses to evaluate personnel.
Selection decision outcomes - any selection decision can result in four possible outcomes. Two
of these outcomes would indicate correct decisions, but two would indicate errors. The purpose
of selection activities is to develop correct outcomes
Correct decisions are those where the applicant was predicted to be successful and later did
prove to be successful, or where the applicant was predicted to be unsuccessful and would have
performed accordingly if hired. In the former case, we have successfully accepted; in the latter
case, we have successfully rejected.

Reject

Problem occurs when we make errors – by rejecting candidates who would later perform
successfully on the job (reject errors) or accepting those individuals who subsequently perform
poorly on the job (accept errors). These problems are far from insignificant. Reject errors
historically meant that the costs in performing selection activities would be increased. Accept
errors, on the other hand have very obvious costs to the organization, including the cost of
training the employee, the costs generated (or profits forgone) due to due to employee’s
incompetence, the cost of severance, and the subsequent costs of further recruiting and selection
screening. The major thrust of any selection activity, therefore, is to reduce the probability of
making reject or accept errors while increasing the probability of making correct decisions.
Of lesser importance, but still an objective of the selection process, is informing and selling the
candidate on the job and the organization. This secondary objective receives less attention,
probably because it is so closely intertwined with recruitment, but it shows itself throughout the
selection process.
The selection process represents an effort to balance the objectives of evaluating and attracting.
The interview is an obvious example of an activity where both objectives must be served. At the
same time that the interviewer is attempting to acquire information about the candidate so an
intelligent selection decision can be made, he or she is also informing the applicant about the job
and the organization. This later activity is critical if the organization is to be successful in
‘selling’ itself to the candidate. If the organization fails in selling itself to the candidate, there is
likelihood that the applicant will not accept the job even if it is offered. Additionally, this trading
of information between applicant and interviewer can be valuable in allowing individuals with
low chances of being chosen to self-select themselves out of the process. This saves both the
organization and the applicant from ‘loosing face’ due to a rejection decision.
Selection objectives –
1.
To predict which job applicants would be successful if hired
2.
To inform and sell the candidate on the job and the organization
Unfortunately, these two objectives are always not compatible. Putting a job candidate through
hours of filling out forms, taking tests, and completing interviews rarely endears the organization
to the candidate. These are tiresome and often stressful activities. Yet if the selection activities
place too great an emphasis ob public relations, obtaining the information needed to make
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successful selection is how to balance the desire to attract people with the desire to gather
relevant selection data.
The discrete selection process – selection activities typically follow a standard pattern,
beginning with an initial screening interview and concluding with the final employment decision.
The selection process consists of seven steps.
Steps involved in the selection process:
1.
Initial screening interview
2.
Completion of application form
3.
Employment tests
4.
Comprehensive interview
5.
Background investigation
6.
Physical examination
7.
Final employment decision
Each of these steps represents a decision point requiring some affirmative feedback for the
process to continue. Each step seeks to expand the organization’s knowledge about the
applicant’s background, abilities, and motivation, and it increases the information from which
decision makers will make their predictions and final choice. However, some steps can be
omitted, if they do not yield data, or if the cost of the step is not warranted
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Employee Remuneration

Employee Remuneration refers to the reward or compensation given to the employees for their
work performances. Remuneration provides basic attraction to a employee to perform job
efficiently and effectively. Remuneration leads to employee motivation. Salaries constitutes an
important source of income for employees and determine their standard of living. Salaries effect
the employees productivity and work performance. Thus the amount and method of
remuneration are very important for both management and employees.
Methods of Employee Remuneration - There are mainly two types of Employee Remuneration
1. Time Rate Method; 2. Piece Rate Method. These methods of employee remuneration are
explained below in detail
Time Rate Method: Under time rate system, remuneration is directly linked with the time spent
or devoted by an employee on the job. The employees are paid a fixed pre-decided amount
hourly, daily, weekly or monthly irrespective of their output. It is a very simple method of
remuneration. It leads to minimum wastage of resources and lesser chances of accidents. Time
Rate method leads to quality output and this method is very beneficial to new employees as they
can learn their work without any reduction in their salaries. This method encourages employees
unity as employees of a particular group/cadre get equal salaries.
There are some drawbacks of Time Rate Method, such as, it leads to tight supervision, indefinite
employee cost, lesser efficiency of employees as there is no distinction made between efficient
and inefficient employees, and lesser morale of employees.
Time rate system is more suitable where the work is non-repetitive in nature and emphasis is
more on quality output rather than quantity output.
Piece Rate Method: It is a method of compensation in which remuneration is paid on the basis
of units or pieces produced by an employee. In this system emphasis is more on quantity output
rather than quality output. Under this system the determination of employee cost per unit is not
difficult because salaries differ with output. There is less supervision required under this method
and hence the per unit cost of production is low. This system improves the morale of the
employees as the salaries are directly related with their work efforts. There is greater workefficiency in this method.
There are some drawbacks of this method, such as, it is not easily computable, leads to
deterioration in work quality, wastage of resources, lesser unity of employees, higher cost of
production and insecurity among the employees.
Piece rate system is more suitable where the nature of work is repetitive and quantity is
emphasized more than quality.
Orientation and Placement
Once the candidates are selected for the required job, they have to be fitted as per the
qualifications. Placement is said to be the process of fitting the selected person at the right job or
place, i.e. fitting square pegs in square holes and round pegs in round holes. Once he is fitted into
the job, he is given the activities he has to perform and also told about his duties. The freshly
appointed candidates are then given orientation in order to familiarize and introduce the
company to him. Generally the information given during the orientation programme includes1) Employee’s layout
2) Type of organizational structure
3) Departmental goals
4) Organizational layout
5) General rules and regulations
6) Standing Orders
7) Grievance system or procedure
In short, during Orientation employees are made aware about the mission and vision of the
organization, the nature of operation of the organization, policies and programmes of the
organization.
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The main aim of conducting Orientation is to build up confidence, morale and trust of the
employee in the new organization, so that he becomes a productive and an efficient employee of
the organization and contributes to the organizational success.
The nature of Orientation program varies with the organizational size, i.e., smaller the
organization the more informal is the Orientation and larger the organization more formalized is
the Orientation programme. Proper Placement of employees will lower the chances of
employee’s absenteeism. The employees will be more satisfied and contended with their work.
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Career Development
People are the most important resource an organization can have. So, it becomes prime
responsibility of the organizations to take care of their employees and give them an opportunity
to grow especially to those who are career conscious and deliver performance. Career in 21st
century is measured by continuous learning of the employees and identity changes in due course
of time rather than changes in age and life stages. Career development of employees is not a
mere responsibility of organizations, rather it is their obligation to address the ambitions of
employees and create such job positions where they can accommodate their growing ambitions.
Employees are career conscious and they’ll stick to an organization where they feel that they
have an opportunity to showcase their talent, grow to the maximum possible level and achieve
their objectives. When we talk about growth, it can have different meanings to different people.
Some may look at it as a fat package, some may want to climb up the ladder in the hierarchy and
reach the topmost position while some want to acquire higher skills and competencies along with
their growth as a human being. Some people may take it as an opportunity to avail some
exclusive perks and benefits. Depending upon one’s own thinking, different people take different
actions in order achieve their objectives.
Given the present situations, if employees want their organization to give them an opportunity to
grow and achieve their ambitions, they need to be prepared for the future jobs. The main focus of
organizations is on the employability of their people. Therefore, individuals should make sure
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that they have skills and competencies plus willingness to perform a specific job efficiently.
Although the organizations can hire employees from outside but they require portable
competencies in order to get the job done. For this, they will need to impart training to them and
develop skills and competencies according to the job profile. But this is a troublesome process
and takes hell lot of time to prepare the employees for a specific job. In order to avoid this
situation to the maximum possible extent, organizations take control of the careers of their
already existing employees and foster succession planning to fill the topmost positions.
Individuals need to develop new and better skills so that they are fit for promotion and reach to a
higher level in the organization. Organizations likewise need to become proactive in designing
and implementing career development programs for their employees. It is the best thing they can
do to decrease employee turnover. Although it is employees responsibility to plan their career
but in today’s turbulent and terrifically ambiguous world of work it is the employers’
responsibility to provide them with opportunities achieve their ambitions. They need to create
that environment and culture for continuous learning and support their employees by motivating
and rewarding them.
Career development is a continuous process where both employees as well as employers have to
put efforts in order to create conducive environment so that they can achieve their objectives at
the same time.
Stages of Career Development
Career development starts in the early years of schooling and allows young people to discover
their potential, explore their career interests and link their learning to future success in life.
The goals of the Careers Curriculum Framework are to assist young people to:
a) Understand and manage influences relating to career planning and lifelong learning;
b) Develop skills, knowledge and capabilities to make career decisions;
c) Apply their learning to achieve educational and career aspirations; and
d) Build resilience in their capacity to manage change throughout their lives.
These goals are organised into three Stages of Career Development:
1. Self Development: young people understand themselves and the influences on them, build
their experiences and achievements and develop their capabilities.
2. Career Exploration: young people locate, investigate and consider opportunities in learning
and future work options.
3. Career Management: young people make and adjust Career Action Plans and manage their
life choices, changes and transitions.
Discover

Apply

Explore

Plan &
Decide

Focus

These stages are reflected through six steps in a young person's acquisition of skills for career
development, and form the structure of the Framework. Young people complete all six steps at
each year level. Through planned career development learning, young people discover their
strengths and talents, explore the world of work and their place in it, focus on their values and
interests, use decision-making skills to plan their learning and career programs, decide on their
best options and opportunities, and apply their skills and knowledge to their learning and career
planning. These steps provide the skills and knowledge for lifelong career self-management.
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Career Development process

Careers Curriculum Framework
The Six Stages of Modern Career Development
Career experts say that people will change careers (not jobs) five to seven times in a lifetime.
That's why career management is an important life skill to develop and cultivate. The six stages
of modern career development are:
1) Assessment
2) Investigation
3) Preparation
4) Commitment
5) Retention
6) Transition
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Learning the characteristics of each stage will empower you to navigate through each stage
easily and with more confidence.
In the Assessment Stage, you are getting ready for your life's work. This stage is characterized
by unawareness, in that you are not sure what your values, strengths, and weaknesses are. You
start to feel as though you want to know more about yourself and make a conscious effort to get
in touch with who you really are.
Key characteristics:
A. Taking assessment instruments
B. Working with a career counselor or career coach
In the Investigation Stage, you are researching what work exists in the world. This stage is
characterized by feelings of confusion, in that you are not sure what career options exist for you.
You may feel overwhelmed with all of the jobs and opportunities that exist as you begin the
process of researching the modern world of work. But if you approach this stage with a positive
frame of mind, you will find that you will learn about many possibilities you may have never
considered.
Key characteristics:
A. Researching the world of work
B. Conducting informational interviews with people in your chosen field
In the Preparation Stage, you are still getting ready to do your life's work. This stage is
characterized by feelings of excitement, as you think of how wonderful it will be to perform
meaningful work. However, there is still much work to be done, and to be successful, you have
to prepare.
Key characteristics:
A. Gaining knowledge and experience
B. Setting goals and adopting a success-oriented mind-set
In the Commitment Stage, you will feel confident that you have figured out what you are meant
to do. Sometimes people have known all along what they were meant to do but could not commit
to the process of making it happen, for whatever reason. At this stage, more than ever, you must
focus your energy and keep your eye on the target.
Key characteristics:
A. Conducting a job search
B. Negotiating and accepting a job offer
In the Retention Stage, you will feel comfortable in your career field, as you will now have
figured out how things work in your industry. You will want to remain committed to your career
by continually updating your skill set and staying current with industry standards.
Key characteristics:
A. Providing first-class customer-service skills
B. Building a professional network
The Transition Stage is characterized by feelings of discomfort in that you are unsure of what
you will be doing next (and/or if you will be happy). In this stage, you will learn to make
conscious changes in your career direction.
Key characteristics:
A. Making career changes
B. Developing resiliency
No matter what career stage you find yourself in now, you can be sure that you will enter and reenter through these six stages many times throughout your lifetime.
Training of Employees - Need and Importance of Training
Training of employees takes place after orientation takes place. Training is the process of
enhancing the skills, capabilities and knowledge of employees for doing a particular job.
Training process moulds the thinking of employees and leads to quality performance of
employees. It is continuous and never ending in nature.
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Importance of Training - Training is crucial for organizational development and success. It is
fruitful to both employers and employees of an organization. An employee will become more
efficient and productive if he is trained well.
Training is given on four basic grounds:
1) New candidates who join an organization are given training. This training familiarizes them
with the organizational mission, vision, rules and regulations and the working conditions.
2) The existing employees are trained to refresh and enhance their knowledge.
3) If any updations and amendments take place in technology, training is given to cope up with
those changes. For instance, purchasing new equipment, changes in technique of production,
computer impartment. The employees are trained about use of new equipments and work
methods.
4) When promotion and career growth becomes important. Training is given so that employees
are prepared to share the responsibilities of the higher level job.
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The benefits of training can be summed up as:
1. Improves morale of employees- Training helps the employee to get job security and job
satisfaction. The more satisfied the employee is and the greater is his morale, the more he will
contribute to organizational success and the lesser will be employee absenteeism and turnover.
2. Less supervision- A well trained employee will be well acquainted with the job and will need
less of supervision. Thus, there will be less wastage of time and efforts.
3. Fewer accidents- Errors are likely to occur if the employees lack knowledge and skills
required for doing a particular job. The more trained an employee is, the less are the chances of
committing accidents in job and the more proficient the employee becomes.
4. Chances of promotion- Employees acquire skills and efficiency during training. They
become more eligible for promotion. They become an asset for the organization.
5. Increased productivity- Training improves efficiency and productivity of employees. Well
trained employees show both quantity and quality performance. There is less wastage of time,
money and resources if employees are properly trained.
Ways/Methods of Training
Training is generally imparted in two ways:
1. On the job training- On the job training methods are those which are given to the employees
within the everyday working of a concern. It is a simple and cost-effective training method. The
in-proficient as well as semi-proficient employees can be well trained by using such training
method. The employees are trained in actual working scenario. The motto of such training is
“learning by doing.” Instances of such on-job training methods are job-rotation, coaching,
temporary promotions, etc.
2. Off the job training- Off the job training methods are those in which training is provided
away from the actual working condition. It is generally used in case of new employees. Instances
of off the job training methods are workshops, seminars, conferences, etc. Such method is costly
and is effective if and only if large number of employees have to be trained within a short time
period. Off the job training is also called as vestibule training, i.e., the employees are trained in a
separate area( may be a hall, entrance, reception area, etc. known as a vestibule) where the actual
working conditions are duplicated.
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Performance appraisals
Purpose - and how to make it easier
Performance appraisals are essential for the effective management and evaluation of staff.
Appraisals help develop individuals, improve organizational performance, and feed into business
planning. Formal performance appraisals are generally conducted annually for all staff in the
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organization. Each staff member is appraised by their line manager. Directors are appraised by
the CEO, who is appraised by the chairman or company owners, depending on the size and
structure of the organization.
Annual performance appraisals enable management and monitoring of standards, agreeing
expectations and objectives, and delegation of responsibilities and tasks. Staff performance
appraisals also establish individual training needs and enable organizational training needs
analysis and planning.
 Performance appraisals also typically feed into organizational annual pay and grading
reviews, which commonly also coincide with the business planning for the next trading year.
 Performance appraisals generally review each individual's performance against objectives
and standards for the trading year, agreed at the previous appraisal meeting.
 Performance appraisals are also essential for career and succession planning - for individuals,
crucial jobs, and for the organization as a whole.
 Performance appraisals are important for staff motivation, attitude and behaviour
development, communicating and aligning individual and organizational aims, and fostering
positive relationships between management and staff.
 Performance appraisals provide a formal, recorded, regular review of an individual's
performance, and a plan for future development.
 Job performance appraisals - in whatever form they take - are therefore vital for managing
the performance of people and organizations.
Managers and appraisees commonly dislike appraisals and try to avoid them. To these people the
appraisal is daunting and time-consuming. The process is seen as a difficult administrative chore
and emotionally challenging. The annual appraisal is maybe the only time since last year that the
two people have sat down together for a meaningful one-to-one discussion. No wonder then that
appraisals are stressful - which then defeats the whole purpose.
There lies the main problem - and the remedy.
Appraisals are much easier, and especially more relaxed, if the boss meets each of the team
members individually and regularly for one-to-one discussion throughout the year.
Meaningful regular discussion about work, career, aims, progress, development, hopes and
dreams, life, the universe, the TV, common interests, etc., whatever, makes appraisals so much
easier because people then know and trust each other - which reduces all the stress and the
uncertainty.
Put off discussions and of course they look very large.
So don't wait for the annual appraisal to sit down and talk.
The boss or the appraisee can instigate this.
If you are an employee with a shy boss, then take the lead.
If you are a boss who rarely sits down and talks with people - or whose people are not used to
talking with their boss - then set about relaxing the atmosphere and improving relationships.
Appraisals (and work) all tend to be easier when people communicate well and know each other.
So sit down together and talk as often as you can, and then when the actual formal appraisals are
due everyone will find the whole process to be far more natural, quick, and easy - and a lot more
productive too.
Performance appraisals process
1. Prepare - prepare all materials, notes agreed tasks and records of performance, achievements,
incidents, reports etc - anything pertaining to performance and achievement - obviously include
the previous performance appraisal documents and a current job description. A good appraisal
form will provide a good natural order for proceedings, so use one. If your organization doesn't
have a standard appraisal form then locate one, or use the template below to create one, or
download and/or adapt the appraisal forms from this page. Whatever you use, ensure you have
the necessary approval from your organization, and understand how it works. Organize your
paperwork to reflect the order of the appraisal and write down the sequence of items to be
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covered. If the appraisal form includes a self assessment section and/or feedback section (good
ones do) ensure this is passed to the appraisee suitably in advance of the appraisal with relevant
guidance for completion. A sample performance appraisal template is available free below,
which you can adapt and use to create your own form. Part of your preparation should also
consider 'whole-person' development - beyond and outside of the job skill-set - as might inspire
and appeal to the appraisees. Many people are not particularly interested in job skills training,
but will be very interested, stimulated and motivated by other learning and development
experiences. Get to know what your people are good at outside of their work. People's natural
talents and passions often contain significant overlaps with the attributes, behaviours and
maturity that are required and valued in the workplace. Use your imagination in identifying these
opportunities to encourage 'whole-person' development and you will find appraisals can become
very positive and enjoyable activities. Appraisals are not just about job performance and job
skills training. Appraisals should focus on helping the 'whole person' to grow and attain
fulfillment.
2. Inform - inform the appraisee - ensure the appraisee is informed of a suitable time and place
(change it if necessary), and clarify purpose and type of appraisal - give the appraisee the chance
to assemble data and relevant performance and achievement records and materials. If the
appraisal form does not imply a natural order for the discussion then provide an agenda of items
to be covered.
3. Venue - ensure a suitable venue is planned and available - private and free from interruptions observe the same rules as with recruitment interviewing - avoid hotel lobbies, public lounges,
canteens - privacy is absolutely essential (it follows also that planes, trains and automobiles are
entirely unsuitable venues for performance appraisals......)
4. Layout - room layout and seating are important elements to prepare also - don't simply accept
whatever layout happens to exist in a borrowed or hired room - layout has a huge influence on
atmosphere and mood - irrespective of content, the atmosphere and mood must be relaxed and
informal - remove barriers - don't sit in the boss's chair with the other person positioned humbly
on the other side of the desk; you must create a relaxed situation, preferably at a meeting table or
in easy chairs - sit at an angle to each other, 90 degrees ideally - avoid face to face, it's
confrontational.
5. Introduction - relax the appraisee - open with a positive statement, smile, be warm and
friendly - the appraisee may well be terrified; it's your responsibility to create a calm and nonthreatening atmosphere. Set the scene - simply explain what will happen - encourage a
discussion and as much input as possible from the appraisee - tell them it's their meeting not
yours. Confirm the timings, especially finishing time. If helpful and appropriate begin with some
general discussion about how things have been going, but avoid getting into specifics, which are
covered next (and you can say so). Ask if there are any additional points to cover and note them
down so as to include them when appropriate.
6. Review and measure - review the activities, tasks, objectives and achievements one by one,
keeping to distinct separate items one by one - avoid going off on tangents or vague unspecific
views. If you've done your preparation correctly you will have an order to follow. If something
off-subject comes up then note it down and say you'll return to it later (and ensure you do).
Concentrate on hard facts and figures, solid evidence - avoid conjecture, anecdotal or nonspecific opinions, especially about the appraisee. Being objective is one of the greatest
challenges for the appraiser - as with interviewing, resist judging the appraisee in your own
image, according to your own style and approach - facts and figures are the acid test and provide
a good neutral basis for the discussion, free of bias and personal views. For each item agree a
measure of competence or achievement as relevant, and according to whatever measure or
scoring system is built into the appraisal system. This might be simply a yes or no, or it might be
a percentage or a mark out of ten, or an A, B, C. Reliable review and measurement requires
reliable data - if you don't have the reliable data you can't review and you might as well re-
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arrange the appraisal meeting. If a point of dispute arises, you must get the facts straightened out
before making an important decision or judgement, and if necessary defer to a later date.
7. Agree an action plan - An overall plan should be agreed with the appraisee, which should
take account of the job responsibilities, the appraisee's career aspirations, the departmental and
whole organization's priorities, and the reviewed strengths and weaknesses. The plan can be
staged if necessary with short, medium and long term aspects, but importantly it must be agreed
and realistic.
8. Agree specific objectives - These are the specific actions and targets that together form the
action plan. As with any delegated task or agreed objective these must adhere to the SMARTER
rules - specific, measurable, agreed, realistic, time-bound, enjoyable, recorded. If not, don't
bother. The objectives can be anything that will benefit the individual, and that the person is
happy to commit to. When helping people to develop, you are not restricted to job-related
objectives, although typically most objectives will be.
9. Agree necessary support - This is the support required for the appraisee to achieve the
objectives, and can include training of various sorts (external courses and seminars, internal
courses, coaching, mentoring, secondment, shadowing, distance-learning, reading, watching
videos, attending meetings and workshops, workbooks, manuals and guides; anything relevant
and helpful that will help the person develop towards the standard and agreed task.
Also consider training and development that relates to 'whole-person development' outside
of job skills. This might be a hobby or a talent that the person wants to develop. Developing
the whole person in this way will bring benefits to their role, and will increase motivation
and loyalty. The best employers understand the value of helping the whole person to
develop.
Be careful to avoid committing to training expenditure before suitable approval, permission or
availability has been confirmed - if necessary discuss likely training requirements with the
relevant authority before the appraisal to check. Raising false hopes is not helpful to the process.
 Invite any other points or questions - make sure you capture any other concerns.
 Close positively - Thank the appraisee for their contribution to the meeting and their effort
through the year, and commit to helping in any way you can.
 Record main points, agreed actions and follow-up - Swiftly follow-up the meeting with all
necessary copies and confirmations, and ensure documents are filed and copied to relevant
departments, (HR, and your own line manager typically).
Effective performance appraisals
Aside from formal traditional (annual, six-monthly, quarterly, or monthly) performance
appraisals, there are many different methods of performance evaluation. The use of any of these
methods depends on the purpose of the evaluation, the individual, the assessor, and the
environment.
The formal annual performance appraisal is generally the over-riding instrument which gathers
together and reviews all other performance data for the previous year.
Performance appraisals should be positive experiences. The appraisals process provides the
platform for development and motivation, so organizations should foster a feeling that
performance appraisals are positive opportunities, in order to get the best out of the people and
the process. In certain organizations, performance appraisals are widely regarded as something
rather less welcoming ('bollocking sessions' is not an unusual description), which provides a
basis only on which to develop fear and resentment, so never, never, never use a staff
performance appraisal to handle matters of discipline or admonishment, which should instead be
handled via separately arranged meetings.
Types of performance and aptitude assessments, including formal performance appraisals
1) Formal annual performance appraisals
2) Probationary reviews
3) Informal one-to-one review discussions
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4) Counseling meetings
5) Observation on the job
6) Skill- or job-related tests
7) Assignment or task followed by review, including secondments (temporary job cover or
transfer)
8) Assessment centres, including observed group exercises, tests presentations, etc.
9) Survey of opinion of others who have dealings with the individual
10) Psychometric tests and other behavioural assessments
11) Graphology (handwriting analysis)
None of these methods is mutually exclusive. All of these performance assessment methods can
be used in conjunction with others in the list, depending on situation and organizational policy.
Where any of these processes is used, the manager must keep a written record, and must ensure
agreed actions are followed up. The notes of all review situations can then be referred to at the
formal appraisal.
Holding regular informal one-to-one review meetings greatly reduces the pressure and time
required for the annual formal appraisal meeting. Holding informal reviews every month is ideal
all staff.
There are several benefits of reviewing frequently and informally:
 The manager is better informed and more up-to-date with his or her people's activities (and
more in touch with what lies beyond, e.g., customers, suppliers, competitors, markets, etc)
 Difficult issues can be identified, discussed and resolved quickly, before they become more
serious.
 Help can be given more readily - people rarely ask unless they see a good opportunity to do so
- the regular informal review provides just this.
 Assignments, tasks and objectives can be agreed completed and reviewed quickly - leaving
actions more than a few weeks reduces completion rates significantly for all but the most senior
and experienced people.
 Objectives, direction, and purpose is more up-to-date - modern organizations demand more
flexibility than a single annual review allows - priorities often change through the year, so people
need to be re-directed and re-focused.
 Training and development actions can be broken down into smaller more digestible chunks,
increasing success rates and motivational effect as a result.
 The 'fear factor', often associated by many with formal appraisals, is greatly reduced because
people become more comfortable with the review process.
 Relationships and mutual understanding develops more quickly with greater frequency of
meetings between manager and staff member.
 Staff members can be better prepared for the formal appraisal, giving better results, and saving
management time.
 Much of the review has already been covered throughout the year by the time comes for the
formal appraisal.
 Frequent review meetings increase the reliability of notes and performance data, and reduce
the chances of overlooking things at the formal appraisal
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